
Did you know that Canadian Maple Leafs, first struck in 1979, are NOT 
the original gold coins struck by the Royal Canadian Mint?

 
Canada’s first gold coins were produced decades prior, in response to the Gold 
Rush in the Canadian Yukon Territory during the late 1890’s. The reason you’ve 
never seen them is because most were locked away for the past 85 years in 
cloth bags at the Bank of Canada!

Beginning in 1912, the Ottawa Mint produced $5 and $10 gold coins in limited 
quantities, at the same specifications as United States $5 and $10 Gold Coins. 
These are known to be the first exclusively Canadian gold coins and until  
recently were rarely seen in any grade.
    
The reason for their scarcity is at the onset of World War I in 1914, the  
Canadian Government recalled these coins from circulation and withheld all 
remaining, freshly struck stockpiles. This was done to finance the war efforts. 
Then, they were stored in cloth bags and remained locked away in vaults at the 
Bank of Canada. The few original Canadian $10 and $15 coins that escaped 
the recall were always in high demand, seldom seen, and typically very worn.

A National Treasure Released  
On November 28, 2012 the Royal Canadian Mint (RCM) and the Bank of Canada announced 
they were releasing only the finest 30,000 coins from the Canadian hoard. In addition, they 
were going to melt the remaining  210,000 coins that displayed “imperfections from wear or 
environmental conditions”--thus protecting their overall scarcity of these seldom seen issues.
 
Many of the coins sold out within the first 48 hours due to overwhelming demand. Late in 
2022 Austin Rare Coins & Bullion acquired 100 examples in MS63 condition grated by PCGS 
from both 1913 and 1914. When you combine their amazing eye appeal, genuine rarity, historical  
significance, and nearly a half ounce (.48375) of pure gold, these are clearly a superb opportunity in today’s market.

Due to limited supplies, we have a strict limit of 10 coins per client. Multiple coin orders will get a two coin set containing a 
1913 and 1914 issue graded by PCGS in MS-63!
 
Supplies are extremely limited. Call 1-800-928-6468 to guarantee price and availability. As always, save 3% when paying 
with cash, check, or bank wire.

Pictured is an original Royal Bank of Canada cloth bag that contained these amazing $10 gold coins from  
the Canadian Hoard.  Also shown is the handwritten label which sealed the bag & described the contents.

Bank of Canada Gold Hoard - Final Release!

Special Pricing for Austin Rare Coins & Bullion Customers
While supplies last, we are offering MS-63, 
$10 Canadian Gold for the following prices:

$1,375 (per coin)
$1,350 (in quantities of 10 or more)
$2,685 (2 coin set with 1913 & 1914)


